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FA ighteen years ago last -April the United' 
States government and the Centr 
	  Intelligence Agency treated the nation 
to the disaster of the Bay-Of Pigs;4 milestone - 
of our postwar hittory. The-attempt to dis-' 
patch Cuban exiles as proxies for the.Unit 
States to get rid of Fidel Castro,'-then in his 

I third. year in revolutionary power-and-stilt: 
enjoying considerable popular.Support, was 
— in its conception and execution- --- a d 
mented proposition.;-‘,  '-, ; ..' -,44:-• 71,1,  A -1-'",; „I-  ,,- 

It failed forthe:simple reason .that=it-,  
couldn't succeed ='• for military;'politicakv 
psychologicaltand•- intelligence< reason&:'. 
President Eisenhower, who allowed thi 
mad project to get off the ground, and Presi, 
dent Kennedy, who allowed it to-be-carried 
out under the most suicidal of circum- : 
stances, must share the blame for the 1961 
fiasco.... 

Peter Wyden,,  a journalist- and the author 1 
of the latest book on the Bay of Pigs (chroni-_--1 
des of this catastrophe can, by now, fill an 
entire shela„. says in the-introductory chap- 4  
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ter that if the reasons for the inva! 
sion's collapse had not been covered; 
np, "the CIA might perhaps haveteeni 
'Curbed, and the country could have) 
been spared the intelligence scandals; 
of the 1970s, the revelations of a gov-I 
ernment agency routinely, daily, coni-
mining unconstitutional acts against! 
its own citizens in its own country." 
-• I HAVE TO QUARREL with this as-i 
sessment, and the assumption behind 
it. First, Wyden oversells his other-t 
wise readable and insightful book br 
claiming that the reasons for the col-. 

:lapse remained "substantially secret"! 
-until he got around to the subject. 	• ' 

Although Wyden does come up withl 
fascinating background and new deb 
tail' — he is a fine and persistent 
reporter — the basic reasons for thd 
failure of the Bay of Pigs have been; 
known for a very long time, certainly 
to those especially interested in the 
story, including Jolni F. Kennedy: 

This being so; and-this is the second 
point, if the; president had reallyt 
wanted to curb the CIA for being so4 
criminally unprofessional in..dealing/ 
with the Cubans (there was no cause 
at that time for doing it in terms o 
other .failures, or misdeeds)„ he: 
presumably could have done-it. 

Even if the post-mortem report pre, 
pared by Gen. MaxwelL-Taylor in the 
aftermath of the Cuban adventure 
had not told him everything about it 
(which it didn't), Kennedy knew; 
plenty if he had wished to act. - 

In this sense, then, Wyden's conclui 
sion is historically off the mark. The 
important thing, it seems to me, is 
that 'Kennedy and his brother, the 
attorney general, both let and encour-
aged the agency to crank up more and 
more mindless schemes to eliminate 
Castro in one fashion or another. 

To write a book about the Bay of 
Pigs 18 years after the event requires, 
in my judgment, a broader perspec- 

. 
	--than tive . politically than one finds in 

Wyden's effort. - • - 

I AM NOT, of course, suggesting 
that Wyden's book should have been a, 
narrative of all the-post-1961 ant-Cas-
tro operations by the United States as 
handled by the CIA. The Church com-
mittee has provided a great deal of 
this material in its final report on the-
general misdeeds of the agency. 

What I would have liked to read, in-
stead, would be a more. thorough 
examination of the relationship be-
tween intelligence and policy, still 
highly topical and still highly un-
resolved as, for example, the Iranian 
crisis of 1978-1979 has demonstrated. 
Had Wyden gone more deeply into it, 
rather Phan producing what essen-
tially is first-rate but superficial re-
portage, he would have rendered a 
signal service to the debate on intelli-
gence and policy functions that con-
tinues to unfold inside our govern-
ment. 

That the CIA had made a mess of the 
Bay of Pigs, to put it charitably, is be-
yond question. In this context, Wyden 
offers arresting new evidence, rang-
ing from the way in which agency 
personnel treated the hapless Cubans 
during training to the-insane manner 
of placing the invasion brigade on 
leaky and ill-equipped ships. 

• 
HE PROVIDES FOR the first time 

hard proof that American citizens -- 
CIA officers as well as Alabama Na-: 
tional Air Guard pilots secretly re-
cruited for the enterprise — actually 
participated in military operations. 
Wyden is to be praised for the dili-
gence of his research in this area. 

However, my.impression is that 
Wyden has not dealt adequately 
(again, reportage gets in the way of 
political analysis) with a number of 
other crucial points in the Bay of Pigs 
story. 

The first point is the quality of 



intelligence upon which the decision.- 
to mount the invsion was based. 
Wyden states, as it has been stated in- 
numerable times sinced 1961, that the 
CIA assumed that Cuba's population 
would rise overwhelmingly against 
Castro the moment the invaders hit 
the beaches. He repeats earlier re-
ports that, despite this assumption, 
the agency-chose not to advise the :- 
anti-Castro underground of the date 
and place of the invasion -- for se- 
curity reasons. 	- 

m 	
_ 

What I find lacking is a ore cogent 
discussion of how and why the Eisen- - 
hower and Kennedy administrations 
let themselves be so easily convinced 
that the CIA's intelligence wascor-.  
rect. Was it the myth,  that American ; 
intelligence, an-enormous establish-,  
meat, simply cannot err?-  • • • 

THIS WHOLE SUBJECT of quality of 
intelligence is, to this day, supremely 
relevant If one is to trace the history 
of the CIA's problems back to the Bay--  
of Pigs, then, t Would think, the sig-
nificant aspect,  is the great intelli-
gence failure of 1961 rather than the 
debatable notion,  that there would-
have been no scandals of illegal intel-
ligence had Kennedy "curbed" the 
agency after the invasion. I would, in 
fact, submit that the seeds 'of our in-
volvement in Vietnam -in the 
Kennedy years, another colossal intel-
ligence failure, are to be found in the 
CIA mentality in the context of the 
Bay of Pigs. Intelligence failures are 
systemic. In any event, the Cuban 
invasion was the end of the American 
age of innocence. 

secrecy and staff-work sloppiness- re-: 
suited in an OK by the chiefs to land 
the exiles in the Zapata swampe.Still, 
Wyden skips too quickly overYheir 
failure to do their job properly.: 

- And what does all this tell ueabout 
• today's relationship betweatthe 
Pentagon and the White House Vas 
1961 an aberration in those terms; or 

As it azystemic problem?....' 

EINALLYJHERE IS the question of 
howKennedy. handled the - actual 
invasion crisis. This-is, probably ,the 
best section in Wyden's book,. the 

-story of the president's hesitations 
over whether and how to useAmeri-

.; can power not just to help exiles to-
-, hold on- to the beachhead, but to res-
cue them at the moment of defeat. 
But, once more, it is a listing rather 
than..an in•depth analysis of,the op-
tions Kennedy had (or lacked0 at the 
height of the April tragedy.  

And how did Kennedy's decision 
making relate to global foreign Rollcy 

„(Wyden fails to convince one.that4he 
president actually believed.Aliatl 
World War III would have result-grit. a 

" United States destroyer fired,pg2tf-:  
defense on Cuban armor ashore&ad 
to American political.  

Peter Wyden's boOk,. a JulCaille- 
tion of the Book-of-the-Montfr- 	is 

. superior reportage and story-teiiing; I 
admire his reporting skills, iiiitIding 
his ability to get Castro to tel=kle 
of the invasion. But I still feefat, 
with so much work, therewelaward • 
have been that extra dimensic=he 
dimension of policy, politics at=tel-
ligence — to help us underst=ay 
the mechanism of crisis-man 

Things do not change 4MTt 
muchb; certainly not in the ICIMIts 
elapsed since the Bay of 

, - • "'"'"Isr" . " 

Tad Sink. the autharof sevetallajes, 
frequently reports on Latin Amerjrae;sf. 
fairs. • 	 . 

But it is not enough to scapegoat 
the agency. Why did the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, as professionals, go along 
with the militarily hare-brained inva-
sion scheme? And what was the mat-
ter with military intelligence? Here 
Wyden does stress that what appeared-
to add up to a blend, of exaggerated 


